Toss won by ECCS and opt to field, ECCS strikes early by picking wicket
of ISCS opener Zohoor but Rubal and Pratap were steadied the innings by
rotating strikes and scoring boundaries in regular intervals, later Rubal got out
to Brien but not had much impact on scoring rates, at the end of power
play ISCS were 55/2, Pratap at one end guiding other players and
rotating strike nicely which helped ISCS to put the respectable score
of "83/3 at drinks.
After the drinks break ECCS bowled tight spell of "3" overs which were looking
to bring down the R.R of ISCS but Partnerships
of Pratap with Rahul, Arul,Saravana & Sri keep the score board ticking swiftly
& scored between them around "100" runs in "9" overs, at the end of "20"
overs ISCS scored "171/7"

Special mention - Pratap's anchor innings of 81*(54) put ISCS in
commendable total.

"Adam.Z & P "gave flying start for ECCS but ISCS captain "Arul" put a break
on this start by picking wicket of "Adam.Z" and also in very next ball he took
the wicket of "Andy" these early breakthroughs gave the momentum
for ISCS but "Adam.P and Chris Rice" were rotating their strike very nicely and
also playing to the merit of the ball but the muscle pull of Chris forced to walk
off from the ground, "Adam.P" establish partnership with "Matt"
but ISCS disciplined bowling didn't gave them much room to score the runs
swiftly & Pick wicket of "Matt", again Chris back to the center and establish
another "40" plus runs partnership with Adam.P but it was too late & ISCS won
the Match with bonus point .

Notable batting performance of ECCS -Adam Peacock -47*, Chris Rice-34*

MOM - Pratap's anchor innings of "81" not out adjudged MOM

ISCS also welcome their debutants "Deep and Kunal" .

Also take this opportunity to thank Scorers, umpires ,sponsors and
supporters

Jai Ho

